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NIFTY

For the first time after 4 weeks of dream run, the Index shows signs of exhaustion. While the Index
moved positively through the week, It attempted 17990 and declined rapidly on the final session
of the week. Still the close is above the previous week high. However, the weekly candle is
considered bearish but requires confirmation.
A few observations from the weekly charts are:
 Weekly charts suggest that
 First bearish candle after four bullish candles on weekly chart
 For the first time the downward sloping trend line got breached. However,
it declined due to profit booking.
 The earlier projected level of 17565 as per Fib extension would remain a
big hope for the trend to renew the momentum upwards
 The top of the sharp upward sloping trend channel also matches with the
crucial level of 17565 which is expected to be a support
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Oscillators are showing mixed signal. Daily appears over stretched and the weekly
continues to remain positive
A few interesting observations from the weekly chart
o For now, 17350-500 range seem to be creating another base
o If we attempt projecting a fresh wave with 17400 base, we see the possibilities of
17830 and then 17990 and 18135. This worked precisely and we could see the
Index attempt 17990. On the decline the expectations are that the Index may find
support at 17565 and then at 17400.
o Daily close below 17350could make the Index drift lower and thereafter stronger
selling interest could emerge
o For now, the Index could face huge resistance at 17990. Daily close above 18 k
required for further gains. Expected range is 17375-17990. Breach and daily close
outside this range requires re-evaluation of risk, direction and target
o The most worrying fact is that we have seen multiple gaps which remains open
Viz.
 16360-16560
 16650-16770
 16920-17070
 17160-17240
 17550-17630
o These are likely to see similar sharp moves when we see a down move any time
Expected scenarios for the ensuing week
o The risk appetite continues to be strong. There seems to be a case of healthy
consolidation between 17450 and 18050. A daily close outside this range requires
reassessment.
o Option premium for OTM put suggest that there is still hope for upside. Option
open Interest build-up still suggest strong possibility of test of 18k
Monthly chart shows favorable signs of pullback and the oscillators are turning
o While all set targets are achieved, it remains to be seen how the consolidation take
place.
 Monthly chart shows a bullish engulfing pattern which suggests that there
may not be a crash too soon except for another major geopolitical risk
emerging.
 The index has covered the may & June losses and looks for March high
target. It remains to be seen if April high of 18114 could be seen in this
move.
Final word of cautiono In spite of Friday’s fall, FIIs data is net positive.
o Declines also could be steep attempting to fill the Gaps during the up move.
o Steep appreciation without consolidation is not a healthy trend. May see some
profit booking
o The line chart still has a peg at 17830 which could not be breached on a closing
basis. we could see the index at the top of the trend line. If we see a weekly close
above 17830, then we are in to very strong up move continuing till 18300.
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Bank Nifty:

Bank Nifty continued the momentum and scaled a high of 39750. Friday’s move just erased the
whole week’s gain and finished the week with a bearish candle. There seems to be high stakes
at 40k Option strike which is holding the up move. As discussed in the previous report, the
required 1300 points target on breach of trend resistance at 38200 has been surpassed. Now that
the Index may attempt to consolidate between 38200 and 40200. Daily close below 38500 could
see the Index drift lower towards 37800. Expected range 37700-40500.
USDINR
The pair is not giving up the 79 levels which is a cause of concern and we are getting closer to
the crucial 80.35 level. Are we heading for another trouble? Any daily close above 80.35 would
trigger one more sharp move towards 81.50. Only a close below 78.50 could negate this. Still
there is some hope for a prolonged consolidation between 78.70 & 80.35 as we have seen during
April-May 22. A close outside this range requires re-assessment of risk/direction and target.
Gold
The precious metal could not penetrate the crucial 1810 levels and got sold-off heavily. With 1760
giving-up and the sharp decline suggests that we may see the Metal moving towards 1710 at
least if not lower. A close below 1710 would drag the metal lower towards 1660.Some more time
required for the fortunes to turn fully positive for the precious metal.
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Crypto
Crypto assets gained half of June 22 losses yet could not hold on the gains. Gradual gains in the
past 4-5 weeks seem to have been erased. The present formation suggests that the Crypto assets
are in for another deep crisis and this time the Dec 20 or even Nov 20 lows may be tested. The
coming week could be a decisive week for the crypto assets to withstand the assault. Once again
the smaller investors might have got trapped. Are we heading towards a situation where the price
is at one fifth of its value at the top Technically appears so. Uncertainties likely to continue for a
longer time.
Crude
For the third month in a row the crude prices have been declining and it appears that the down
move is slowing down and may enter consolidation phase between 82-102. Any breach on either
side would require re-assessment of risk and target. The lower crude prices could significantly
reduce the recession concerns. The 82-92 range is a comfort zone and 92-102 a tolerable zone.
Recession worries may attract rhetoric once again if crude price scales higher levels. Logistics
and supply chain disruptions due to other geo-political risk continue to threat stability.

#Stay safe
https://syfx.org/?page_id=100
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